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Tada’s second solo exhibition of 2017, at 

Bangkok’s Cartel Artspace, was an interactive 

installation titled The Shards Would Shatter at 

Touch. In a white cube space, on a white shelf 

installed at waist height, the artist presented forty 

pieces of cloth painted with black thermochromic 

paint. Visitors were invited to touch these, and hold 

them to their chests. The heat of the visitor’s body 

caused the black cloth to change colour, and an 

image to appear: a portrait of one of Thailand’s 

many political prisoners, past and present. 

Further information about these activists was 

provided in accompanying text within the gallery 

space, which drew from various online activist and 

other sources. The artist remediated this data by 

facilitating an empathic bodily embrace. Hundreds 

of people attended the exhibition opening, and it 

generated an active and at times heated response.
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The Chronicle

IS STRAYA KOALAFIED ?

Koalas could become extinct in eastern 
Australia within a generation and as 

many as 100 species of plants and animals 
completely wiped out across the country as a 
result of the horror bushfire season, experts 
believe. The number of animals killed is 
almost impossible to quantify, but estimates 
based on existing wildlife density patterns 
suggest a tally in excess of one billion in just 
a matter of weeks.

Part of the reason why we have such a poor 
grasp of the bushfires’ impact on native 
animals is that “monitoring in Australia 
has been really quite poor” over the past 
20 years, said Chris Dickman, Professor in 
Terrestrial Ecology from Sydney University’s 
School of Life and Environmental Sciences.

“As a nation we’ve 
been sleepwalking 
to this catastrophe.”

Among the anticipated losses is the long-
footed potoroo, a member of the rat 
kangaroo family which had a small range 
in Victoria’s Gippsland region and southern 
NSW. The bushfire catastrophe would also 
likely claim some species that had only been 
identified in the past five years, including two 
insectivorous marsupials native to south east 
Queensland’s scenic rim region. the silver 
headed and the black tailed.

Koala populations have been severely 
impacted by the blazes, with estimates that 
8000 have been killed in bushfires in northern 
NSW and as many as 30,000 on Kangaroo 
Island to date. Dr Stuart Blanch from WWF 
Australia said koalas in eastern Australia 
were on track for extinction by the year 2050.

– Chris Dickman

ENVIRONMENT
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